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Individuals share increasing amounts of personal multimedia data, exposing themselves (uploaders) as well as
others (data subjects). Non-consensual sharing of multimedia data that depicts others raises so-called multiparty privacy conflicts (MPCs), which can have severe consequences. To limit the incidence of MPCs, a family
of Precautionary mechanisms have recently been developed that force uploaders to collaborate with the other
data subjects to prevent MPCs. However, there is still very little work on understanding how users perceive
the precautionary mechanisms together with which ones they prefer and why. In addition, precautionary
mechanisms have some limitations, e.g., they require linking content to the co-owners’ identity. Therefore,
we also explore alternatives to precautionary mechanisms and propose a new class of solutions—Dissuasive
mechanisms—that aim at deterring the uploaders from sharing without consent. We then present a usercentric comparison of precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms, through a large-scale survey (𝑁 = 1792; a
representative sample of adult Internet users). Our results showed that respondents prefer precautionary to
dissuasive mechanisms. These enforce collaboration, provide more control to the data subjects, but also they
reduce uploaders’ uncertainty around what is considered appropriate for sharing. We learned that threatening
legal consequences is the most desirable dissuasive mechanism, and that respondents prefer the mechanisms
that threaten users with immediate consequences (compared with delayed consequences). Dissuasive mechanisms are in fact well received by frequent sharers and older users, while precautionary mechanisms are
preferred by women and younger users. We discuss the implications for design, including considerations
about side leakages, consent collection, and censorship.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Individuals share ever increasing amounts of personal data online. They usually do so to be visible
and relevant to others and to project a positive image of the self through shared data [66, 88,
143]. This is facilitated by the use of smartphones and by the use of dedicated online sharing
platforms, including online social networks (OSNs) which accept a variety of multimedia content
(e.g., pictures, videos). Unfortunately, sharing such data online may have privacy consequences
for individuals, which can, in addition, also lead to severe impacts such as discrimination and
cyberbullying [25, 46, 75, 91, 134, 146, 149].
Most research on privacy in OSN focuses on the consequences that individuals face when they
expose themselves by sharing personal information [35, 46]. Yet, in many cases, individuals also
expose others when sharing. Typical scenarios include sharing group photos (co-owned data) during social events [76, 138]. Such privacy issues are often referred to as multiparty privacy conflicts
(MPCs) and as interdependent privacy situations [28, 60, 137]. MPCs are particularly problematic
as the individual who makes the sharing decision (i.e., uploader) is not the same person as the
individuals who suffer the privacy implications (i.e., data subjects).1 To date, most OSNs do not
take into account that most shared content is co-owned and they do not afford collaborative tools
to seek and obtain approval for publication from co-owners [77, 137]. While the majority of MPCs
might occur when the uploader was acting in good faith, or when pictures were taken in public
settings, data subjects can still be hurt or impacted significantly.
Research has tried to solve the problem by proposing solutions that can support the data subjects.
These solutions are inspired by spontaneous coping practices that people typically follow when
dealing with MPCs [24, 77, 107, 152]. In this article, we will refer to this series of solutions as
Precautionary mechanisms. Precautionary mechanisms, through computational means, automate
collaborative practices and force uploaders to collaborate with data subjects or otherwise limit the
shared content. Precautionary mechanisms can be divided into two broad categories: (1) those that
modify the item to be shared, e.g., by blurring the faces of data subjects that do not explicitly consent
to sharing the item [62, 101]; and (2) those that modify the audience of the item to avoid undesired
recipients, e.g., by filtering those who have access to the item [59, 136]. However, precautionary
mechanisms have not been evaluated from a user-centric point of view to understand how users
perceive them and whether they prefer one approach over another. Additionally, these mechanisms
have limitations too, including: i. the requirement to link content to the co-owners’ identity, ii. the
reliance on the accuracy of face recognition mechanisms, iii. the incapacity to prevent uploaders
from sharing elsewhere2 , and iv. the increased effort required to publish some content.
Given these limitations, we explore a new family of solutions that we name Dissuasive mechanisms. Dissuasive mechanisms aim at minimizing the occurrence of MPC by supporting uploaders’
decision making about sharing co-owned content. These mechanisms aim to make uploaders reflect on the implications of sharing a given item and raise awareness about the consequences of
unilateral decisions [8]. Therefore these mechanisms encourage uploaders to either cease their upload or seek consent—before uploading the content. The design of the dissuasive mechanisms was
1 More

specifically, there might be one or multiple data subjects other than the uploader.

2 However, it must be noted that if such mechanisms are implemented by the most popular social media platforms, uploaders

who switch to different sites to intentionally cause harm will have lower reach on less popular sites.
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inspired by the dual-system theory [67, 68, 132, 133]. These approaches create frictions [27] in the
interaction flow, which work as mini hurdles, making users think twice and being more considerate before sharing. Dissuasive mechanisms have limitations too. For instance, these might not
provide an effective prevention against users who deliberately create harm to others.3 Hence, we
study user preference across these two types of mechanisms (precautionary and dissuasive).
This study explores the use of dissuasive mechanisms to limit the incidence of MPCs. Furthermore, user preference towards precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms, or the advantages and
disadvantages of these methods, are mostly undocumented. Thus, we seek to answer the following
research questions:
RQ1 What mechanisms (precautionary or dissuasive) would users prefer to deal with MPCs?
RQ2 What specific solutions, if any, within mechanisms (precautionary or dissuasive) would
users prefer to deal with MPCs?
RQ3 Would different types of users prefer different mechanisms?
RQ4 Why would users prefer some mechanisms over others?
Our paper contributes to interdependent privacy design by proposing a new family of solutions
for addressing MPCs — dissuasive mechanisms. Different from previous methods, our proposed
approach aims to avoid MPC before the content is being shared. This is crucial, as resolving an
MPC after it occurs may be impossible, particularly in severe cases. Our paper integrates prior
work on precautionary mechanisms and compares them with dissuasive mechanisms, both at the
level of individual solution and as a family of solutions. We also curated a large-scale (𝑁 = 1792),
representative sample of adult Internet users allowing us to generalize our findings to the US adult
population. Importantly, we studied different individual factors such as demographics, attitudes,
and MPC related experiences to understand which factors can influence user preference toward
each strategy. Last, we discuss implications for the design of tools supporting OSN users to deal
with MPCs.
2 RELATED WORK
We discuss three main streams of related literature: (1) research that has uncovered and quantified
the privacy risks from MPCs, (2) research that has uncovered, studied, and categorized some of the
strategies that users are forced to use to deal with MPCs in the absence of better technical support,
and (3) research proposing novel interfaces and methods to help users manage MPCs.
2.1

Privacy Risks of MPCs

Risks stemming from data uploaded on social networks have extensively been studied in the research community. The risks span from image damage and shaming [75, 149] to cyberstalking and
cyberbullying [25], identity theft, and from discrimination [46] to revenge pornography [134, 146].
In a survey targeted at Facebook users, Ilia et al. [62] found that 92% of users have access to photos
depicting strangers. Hoyle et al. [55] found that users perceived photos portraying two persons
less likely to be private than photos showing only one person, indicating that users are not aware
of the privacy risks of co-owned content. Li et al. [78] developed a user-centric taxonomy of sensitive photo contents and showed that respondents are likely to share photos depicting events and
other people. In a large-scale user study (1033 participants), Such et al. [138] found that almost all
respondents experienced an MPC at least once on social networks; almost 60% of the uploaders did
not ask for permission before sharing; 30% of the MPCs were never resolved; and approximately
90% of the conflicts were resolved only after the photo had already been shared, with the two
most popular conflict resolution strategies being either removing the photo or doing nothing. The
3 However,

warning uploaders in advance about community standards can waive their ability to claim good faith.
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question of user awareness has also been studied: Henne et al. [53] found that 52% of users accidentally became aware of shared content where they are portrayed. Olteanu et al. [101] reported
that a staggering 41% of Facebook users do not tag or link their friend’s profile in their posts; 31%
of them declared asking their friends to remove content that they posted and 17% declared asking Facebook to remove such content; 10% of the participants claimed that they were victims of
discrimination; and 4% reported being victims of revenge pornography. Lastly, Chutikulrungsee
and Burmeiste [26] reported that more than one fourth of their 460 survey participants requested
another user to remove a shared photo.
2.2

Conventional Coping Strategies to Manage MPCs

As a result of insufficient support for MPCs in current OSN infrastructures, users employ manual coping strategies [17, 77, 152, 153], such as trying to anticipate consequences for others [77],
seeking approval before making a post [77, 116], applying self-censorship or less frequently engaging with OSNs [24, 153], changing their offline behavior [17, 77], imposing sanctions against
privacy violators [117], and negotiating privacy policies with other users [17, 77, 116, 152]. Research has extensively studied these strategies that users use to try to cope with MPCs in current
OSN infrastructures.
Building upon seminal works by Altman [7] and those by Palen and Dourish [103] about boundary regulation of privacy, Wisniewski et al. [151, 152] constructed a taxonomy with five types of
interpersonal boundaries that OSN users employ to manage their privacy, namely: i. disclosure
boundary; ii. relationship boundary; iii. network boundary; iv. territorial boundary; v. interactional boundary. While this study provided a general understanding of user boundary regulation
behaviors in OSNs, recent studies have focused more on managing privacy issues about co-owned
information. For instance, Lampinen et al. [77] identified two dimensions of techniques OSN users
applied: (i) individual vs. collaborative and (ii) preventive vs. corrective; The finding showed that
individual coping strategies are better supported by OSN systems than collaborative ones. Moreover, users often tried correcting privacy issues rather than preventing them. These findings later
were confirmed by Cho and Filippova’s study [24] revealing four main constructs of privacy management strategies: (i) information control; (ii) corrective strategies; (iii) collaborative strategies;
(iv) preventive strategies. Finally, Such et al. [138] studied a large number of MPCs —caused by
sharing photos on OSNs—people experienced and on how these were dealt with. They identified
twenty different strategies to resolve the conflict including apologizing, flattering the affected person, and cropping people out of the photo.
Overall, the solutions currently supported by popular OSNs have been shown to be insufficient to successfully deal with MPCs, even when users perform the coping strategies mentioned
above to try to work around MPCs. This is due to the fact that privacy breaches may have already
occurred [90, 137] before the strategies are enacted, the delay for removing the content may be
unsatisfactory [80], the coping strategies may be impracticable [137], there is an incorrect assumption regarding complete user awareness [2, 101], and the coping strategies do not protect against
the service provider itself [60]. Given these limitations, researchers developed more automated
mechanisms to help users manage MPCs in OSN, which are discussed next.
2.3

Precautionary Mechanisms: Novel Solutions to Manage MPCs

Earlier studies focused on proposing novel methods to help users manage MPCs. This includes
automated mechanisms that either modify the audience of the item (i.e., who can see a photo) or
modify the item to be shared (e.g., blurring the faces in a photo) to avoid or resolve an MPC. Regarding audience modification, different approaches were considered for co-owners to agree on who
should be able to see an item and to verify that only selected individuals can see the photo. This
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included studies based on secret sharing [16], the Clarke-Tax mechanism to encourage uploaders
to acknowledge co-owners [130, 131], aggregated voting [23, 118, 141], a new framework to reach
a consensus based on co-owners’ trust values [6], novel access control models [56–59, 145, 150],
computational mechanisms for adaptive audience recommendation [135, 136], and AI-based negotiation techniques that use game theory [115, 139], argumentation theory [36, 38, 72, 94] and
human values theory [92–94]. Furthermore, Fogues et al. [36, 37] implemented a recommendation
system trained with data collected from a user survey. Keküllüoğlu et al. [69, 70] and Rajtmajer
et al. [115] considered multiple interactions between OSN users over time. The potential limitation of the audience modification techniques is the possibility of content redistribution, where
even trustworthy friends who have access to one’s group can redistribute the content to other
groups or OSNs. Regarding item modification, several approaches were considered by Ilia et al.
[62] who proposed a fine-grained, collaborative multiparty access-control model for photos published on social networks; it relies on face detection, obfuscation (blurring) and individual manual
decisions of the subject regarding who can have access to photos. Aditya et al. [5] developed a
mobile app for collecting consent for photos that relies on privacy policies, face recognition and
homomorphic encryption. Olteanu et al. [101] used a two-party architecture and cryptography to
build a privacy-preserving system for sharing photos with consent from all involved users. Ilia
et al. [61] designed a collaborative multiparty access control model that ensures considering the
privacy preferences of all co-owners of shared content. Hasan et al. [48] developed a computer
vision approach identifying bystanders in photos taken in public places to preserve their privacy.
The potential limitations of item modification approaches are the possibility to infer data subject
identity based on the features involved in the content (e.g., location, clothes, friends), delays in the
content to be shared, requiring additional effort to increase the aesthetics of the photos [49, 50, 79],
the possibility of false face detection, and possibly rising additional privacy issues by requiring the
identification of all subjects within the content [137].
2.4

Dissuasion versus Nudging

Nudges are “any aspects of the choice architecture that alter individuals’ behavior in a predictable
way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” [140, p. 6].
Nudges have been studied in different fields from health [65] to HCI [22], and in particular privacy [10, 83, 89, 147] (see [4] for a review on privacy nudges). While designing dissuasive mechanisms (Section 3.1), we were inspired by privacy nudges. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that
there are two distinctions between the privacy nudges and our proposed dissuasive mechanisms.
First, privacy nudges are often related to users’ subconscious behavior, where users are not necessarily aware of the intervention received. In other words, privacy nudges guide users’ behavior
without imposing a particular decision (e.g., using framing and default techniques to bias users’
privacy decisions [10, 83]). In contrast, dissuasive mechanisms are more perceptible where they
increase user awareness, and allow users to reflect on their behavior (e.g., by explicitly warning
users). Second, privacy nudges are commonly considered as soft paternalistic interventions (e.g.,
by gently reminding users about their behavior [89, p. 784], [148]). Dissuasive mechanisms, in contrast, propose harder interventions by informing users about the tangible consequences of their
actions (e.g., with fines if they violate the privacy of others).
2.5 Background Legislation Relevant for MPCs
The non-expert reader might wonder why technical solutions are necessary to deal with MPCs or
believe that current law is sufficient to protect Internet users. In this section, we briefly discuss
the laws of different countries and detail how, unfortunately, these often fall short of protecting
citizens sufficiently.
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According to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, everyone has the right to privacy
and has the right to the protection of the law against privacy interferences [112, art. 12]. The
right to privacy is emphasized at the regional level in Europe [99, art. 8] and in the US [39,
art. 11]. Recently, the European Union introduced a specific regulation for (personal) data protection, namely the General Data Protection Regulation, or GDPR (Reg. EU 2016/679 [111], which
replaced Reg. 95/46/EC). In the US, there are a variety of federal and state laws for privacy protection (e.g., California Consumer Privacy Act [98]). Although a recent study discussed the implications for future legislation for privacy threads in intimate relationships [13], none of the existing
laws clearly mention the case of specific MPCs. In the U.S., one could argue that for example, photography in public settings is always legitimate [74]. Even in a public setting, if the photo context
is outside of the community norms, such an act could violate someone’s privacy. It must be noted
that pictures taken in a public setting might cause two forms of torts [114]: (a) public disclosure of
private facts, and (b) diminishing the public image of a person. Therefore, the fact that the picture
was taken in a public setting in itself is not sufficient to state that consent to publish the picture
is not required (e.g., Google Street View case [34]). Indeed, following the growing number of
cases, different states in the U.S. introduced specific legislation against cybercrimes and in particular cyberbullying [52]. Last, different countries such as Canada [110], France [44], Italy [29],
Japan [84], and a few states in the US [82] have enacted laws for severe cases of MPCs such as
revenge pornography. At the rate multimedia content is produced and shared [71], technical solutions have become indispensable to reducing undesirable effects of MPCs.
3 DESIGN
In this section, we explain our design of two large categories of mechanisms for addressing MPCs:
dissuasive and precautionary Mechanisms. We started designing dissuasive mechanisms through
brainstorming sessions while we were reading and discussing literature that informed our design
decisions. For the precautionary mechanisms, we mainly relied on the earlier technical solutions
(cf. Sec. 2.3) and we only designed how these would be presented to the users. We developed the
interventions by following a user-centric development process [64], which comprises formative
research and a few iterative cycles of design and testing. After designing each solution, we built
interactive prototypes,4 and we modified the prototypes after a pilot study.
3.1

Dissuasive Mechanisms

3.1.1 Design Rationale. We designed dissuasive mechanisms to encourage uploaders to behave
in a more considerate and mindful fashion before sharing content online to reflect on the consequences of MPCs. This might result in uploaders either ceasing to share content or seek explicit
consent from data subjects before doing so. Dissuasive mechanisms do not provide any control to
the data subjects, rather they directly intervene on the uploaders.
3.1.2 Design Inspirations (background). To design the dissuasive mechanisms, we rely on the dualsystem theory [67, 68, 132, 133]. This theory posits that humans have two types of thinking processes: System 1 and System 2. System 1 is fast and intuitive, and it requires minimum cognitive
effort to handle automated everyday tasks. System 2 is slower but more deliberate, conscious and
logical. Handling tasks with System 2 requires greater cognitive effort. While System 1 helps individuals to manage everyday behaviors in an efficient autopilot mode, it is prone to error. Thus,
switching from System 1 to System 2 can aid an individual when analytical thinking is required,
for example, when one faces challenging tasks.
4 The

storyboards of all the mechanisms are available in the Open Science Framework repository. See https://doi.org/10.
17605/OSF.IO/NDBK7, last accessed January 2021.
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Precautionary mechanisms
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Fig. 1. Contrasting graph illustrating the differences between the mechanisms tested in this study.

Earlier studies [27, 81] argued that users generally use technology mindlessly in a habitual way
(using System 1), without thinking about their behavior and its consequences. Although, such
fast and automated behavior is useful most of the time (e.g., reacting to a sudden danger while
driving), in some situations it can lead to negative outcomes (e.g., responding to a useless mobile
phone notification while working on an important essay). Building on the dual-system theory, Cox
et al. introduced design frictions (or microboundaries) in interaction design to support mindful behavior while using technology [27]. Design frictions create tiny pauses, compelling users to switch
from System 1 to System 2. In other words, they act as mini hurdles to inhibit users from mindless
interactions with technology [81] (e.g., an app that warns users not to check notifications during
working hours). While alternatives that focus on System 1 might also be possible, such as alternatives based on privacy nudges [4, 10, 83, 89, 147], we focus this work on System 2 interventions
following Phelan et al. [108], who showed that, using System 2, users can better describe their
privacy concerns and perform better privacy risk assessments. In particular, to avoid mindlessly
sharing online, and thus possibly incurring MPCs, we designed frictions in the form of warning
interventions. These create a brief moment in which the uploaders might reflect on what they are
doing and steer the uploaders away from an automatic mindless sharing and toward more mindful
behavior.
The effectiveness of dissuasive mechanisms largely depends on their ability to provoke selfreflection in the mind of uploaders. We followed recent work on anticipated emotions (i.e., cognitive
predictions about future emotions) and decision making [86]. The basic idea behind this research
is that people tend to avoid taking actions that could result in negative emotions (e.g., shame,
guilt, sadness) and to pursue those that will result in positive states (e.g., pride, joy). An emerging
body of work suggests that the anticipation of emotions could be effectively used in interventions
aiming at shaping pro-social behaviors [15, 45, 85, 120, 121, 127, 128, 154]. We therefore designed
persuasion mechanisms that anticipate three types of emotions that can provoke self-reflection:
(1) Fear-arousing, (2) Shame-arousing, and (3) Empathy-arousing warnings. Given that fear and
shame are both negative emotions, we consider these as two orthogonal dimensions and therefore
we designed four distinct mechanisms that influenced these two emotions in different manners
(cf. Figure 1). The mechanisms we designed might be susceptible to habituation and therefore
their effectiveness might decrease in long-term use. We discuss this issue in Sec. 6.3.4.
3.1.3 Fear- and Shame-Arousing Warnings. Decades of psychology research have established that
fear appeals (i.e., threats) can persuade individuals to avoid particular actions [120, 121, 154]. Fear
appeals have mainly been studied and applied in health-related domains, e.g., warnings such as
“having unprotected sex puts you at risk of acquiring AIDS, a deadly disease” have been found to
encourage safer sexual behavior [120]. Another well-know example is the “Smoking Kills!” slogan
that aims at raising awareness about the consequences of smoking tobacco. Scholars found that
threatening communications with immediate consequences (as opposed to delayed consequences)
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: January 2021.
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had a greater effect in achieving compliance with the target behavior [1, 51]. Therefore, we hypothesized that warnings that lead to immediate consequences should have higher effectiveness
than delayed consequences.5 Other research has focused on shame appeals. Scholars found that
shame is a social emotion that warns the individual that they might be rejected or ostracized in
social relationships [41]. Anticipating shame as a direct result of anti-social behavior was successfully used in interventions aiming at supporting pro-environmental decision-making [124].
Sharing multimedia online is known to maintain social presence and improve self-presentation
[66, 88, 143]. Therefore, we hypothesized that warnings that threaten social shaming should have
higher effectiveness than warnings that threaten consequences that might not become of public
knowledge.
Public Shaming, or PS. This method aims at inducing social shame in a direct manner. PS threatens
uploaders’ social reputation by advertising any non-compliant behavior on the news feed of their
peers. In short, if an uploader shares multimedia content without the explicit consent of the other
individuals involved, a message will be posted on the walls of all his contacts on the social network.
The content of the post will indicate that the user misbehaved by sharing photos of their friends
without obtaining their consent.
The interaction flow for PS goes as follows: it starts with the uploader sharing a photo through
a social network app. Then a pop-up warning message is displayed to seek confirmation from the
uploader regarding the sharing intent or to cease the sharing: “You are about to share a picture
featuring several individuals. Should we find out that this picture was uploaded without the consent
of the involved individuals, your post will be removed and all of your contacts will be notified of
your actions. In addition, your profile page will keep track of your offenses.”
Account Locked, or AL. Similar to PS, AL threatens uploaders’ social life, but with delayed consequences. This method threatens the uploaders to be blocked for a given period of time (e.g., a
month), or indefinitely, in the case where a non-consensual sharing was detected/reported. While
PS notifies immediately the peers of the uploader about the non-consensual sharing, with AL, peers
might discover that the uploader was banned only a few days or months after the non-consensual
sharing has occurred (e.g., when the punished uploader does not respond on the social network
where the account was locked). Figure 2(a) presents the warning message.
Law Threat, or LT. This mechanism is designed to threaten uploaders that sharing without consent may lead to an immediate impact to their personal situation, by a monetary fine and/or jail
time. In particular, this method reminds the uploader that the other individuals involved may bring
a privacy violation to court. This method is grounded in the doctrine of deterrence [42, 104] that
explains how sanctions may prevent further crimes. Deterrence is a common practice in justice
systems [87, p. 20] to reduce different types of offenses through threatening a sanction (cf. [95]
for a review on deterrence). The effectiveness of the deterrence strategy highly depends on the
perceived certainty and severity of sanctions. If people feel the proposed consequences are uncertain and inconsequential, this approach might fail. A recent study [155] demonstrated the use
of the deterrence principle as an effective approach to prevent cyberbullying in social networks.
Results showed that when sanctions were more certain, people’s intention to engage in cyberbullying was reduced. The warning message used in the experiment, reported in Figure 2(b), referred
5 Earlier

privacy research studied the effect of the immediacy in feedback exposure for location sharing [105, 106]. Nevertheless, our focus is slightly different as we consider the immediacy in terms of ‘consequences’ that an uploader might face
after sharing a non-consensual content.
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(a) Account Locked Strategy (AL).

(b) Law Threat Strategy (LT).

(c) Social Score Strategy (SS).

(d) Empathy Strategy (E).

Fig. 2. Screenshots showing warnings used in dissuasive mechanisms (AL, LT, SS, E).

to U.K. legislation. The existence of–and the recent trend to pass new–specific laws regarding revenge pornography and cyberbullying in many countries (cf. Sec. 2.5) motivated the inclusion of
this mechanism in our study.
Social Score, or SS. Similar to LT, SS is designed to threaten uploaders’ personal situation. However, the consequences of sharing without consent will be delayed in time. The mechanism is
modeled after the social credit system in China,6 a state-owned and centralized reputation system
where every citizen is provided a rating that decreases if the person commits crimes, and increases
if the person performs good deeds. This system was evaluated by a recent survey (𝑁 = 2209) [73],
where Chinese respondents highly approved the strategy. However, it is worth noting that the social credit system remains highly controversial in western societies [18]. In this paper, the Social
Score mechanism is that if the uploader is found guilty of sharing content, their social score would
decrease, making it more difficult to obtain credit or to use public services (cf. Figure 2(c)).
3.1.4 Empathy-Arousing Warnings. Empathy-arousing communications can be as effective as threatening communications [127, 128]. For instance, empathy has been recently shown to directly influence people to avoid drunk driving [127]. The technique consists in rising a moral dilemma in the
mind of the uploaders asking them to think twice before sharing multi-party private information.
This technique is supported by the psychological consequences of the sense of guilt that individuals
might experience if they cause harm to others [45].
6 See

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Credit_System, last accessed January 2021.
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Empathy, or E. This method asks the users to put themselves in the shoes of the other person
involved. The text reminds the users that, although they might perceive the content as appropriate for sharing, the other individuals depicted might feel otherwise. The warning message makes
specific reference to the fact that sharing without consent could hurt another individual’s feelings
and that, in severe cases, it might lead to extreme consequences such as suicide — Figure 2(d).
3.2

Precautionary Mechanisms

Earlier privacy literature [24, 77, 152] revealed collaborative and preventive strategies as common
practices of OSN users to cope with privacy violations (cf. Sec. 2.2). For instance, before sharing
a particular content, users negotiate whether the content is appropriate to share and who should
have access to it. However, such practices usually occur beyond OSN platforms, face-to-face or
through messaging platforms [24]. Lampinen et al. [77] highlighted how we still miss tools that
allow OSN users to solve MPC collaboratively. Recently, several studies [59, 62, 101, 136] have
proposed precautionary mechanisms; computational mechanisms that automate the collaborative
practices (cf. Sec. 2.3).
Precautionary mechanisms allow data subjects to prevent uploaders from sharing without their
explicit consent. These mechanisms force uploaders to seek consent before the content to be shared
is made available to others. Precautionary mechanisms rely on face-recognition algorithms to detect and identify other individuals in the content. Once recognized, these mechanisms match the
face of these individuals to their online profile. Finally, they ask the data subjects for consent
regarding the publication of the media. Following this interaction scheme, we developed three
mechanisms: FaceBlock (or FB), ConsenShare (or CS), and Negotiation (or N). The first two perform
an item modification and the last one performs audience modification.
FaceBlock, or FB. This technique builds on earlier studies on item modification [62]. Figure 3
presents the interaction flow of the prototype we designed. [34]At the beginning of the sequence,
the user is asked to create his fingerprint by taking a selfie through the camera of the phone. Next,
the user is asked to upload a photo of his document (ID, passport, or driver’s license) to verify
his identity. Then, the user is brought back to the newsfeed page. There he decides to share a
photo from the camera roll. The chosen photo is of three individuals (the user and two friends).
Upon sharing, the faces of the friends appear blurred as they have not yet given their consent to
be shown in the photo being shared.7 At the same time, the user receives a notification that one
of his friends has also posted a photo where he is shown. By tapping on the notification, he can
review the photo and decide whether to accept or refuse his face being displayed. As he appears
naked, he refuses. Finally, at the end of this sequence, he receives a notification that states one of
his friends has accepted to appear on the photo that he previously shared. As a result, the face of
the friend is revealed.
ConsenShare, or CS. As we were interested in whether users could see the service provider as an
adversary, we contrasted this mechanism with the previous one (FB). This mechanism is modeled
after ConsenShare [101], an identity manager for multiple service providers (i.e., OSN such as
Facebook or media sharing websites such as PornHub). The main interaction flow of this method
resembles the case presented above for FB. However, the first steps of creating a fingerprint of
the face and verification of the identity are performed by a service/app that is distinct from the
service provider. This ensures that the service provider has no knowledge of the users appearing
in photos prior to their granting consent and that the identity manager has no knowledge of the
photos being uploaded.
7 Note

that this technique was also used in the recent Google Street View case [34].
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(a) Upon login the user is presented with a promo of the
new feature.

(b) The user is asked to take a
photo of their face to build the
fingerprint.

(c) The camera app opens up.

(d) The user is asked to take a
photo of the ID to verify their
identity.

(e) The user takes a photo of
the ID.

(f) On the main news feed, the
user is asked to share a photo.

(g) The photo is selected from
the camera roll.

(h) The user sees a preview of
the photo and can add a short
descriptive text.

(i) The photo is published on
the wall of the user. After a
few seconds, a friend of the
user shares a different photo
and the user receives a notification.

(j) The user checks the photo
and judges his appearance inappropriate, therefore he refuses his consent.

(k) The photo appears with his
face pixelated. After a few seconds he receives a notification
that Alice agrees to appear on
the photo that he shared earlier.

(l) The photo now reveals Alice’s face, but it is still missing
Carole’s approval.

Fig. 3. Screenshots showing the interaction flow of the FB prototype.
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Negotiation, or N. This technique is modeled after several studies that presented approaches for
agreeing on the audience that will apply to multimedia content in OSN, whether by aggregating
individual privacy preferences in a predetermined [23, 59, 141] or adaptive way depending on the
context and sensitivity of the content [136], or by automatically negotiating the audience [92, 93,
139]. In this paper the N mechanism follows the same basic interaction of the FB, but after the
content is flagged as depicting multiple individuals, the solution prompts each member involved
to state their preferred sharing settings: ‘private’, ‘only friends in common’, ‘only friends’, and
‘public’. Then, to reach a decision, the algorithm combines the individual settings. In this case, it
selects the most restrictive privacy settings among all the individual responses as in [141].
4 METHODOLOGY
We conducted an experiment with a two-fold purpose. Our primary goal was to evaluate and compare the dissuasive and precautionary mechanisms introduced above. As a secondary goal, we
also collected from participants their MPC experiences and coping strategies in their everyday
life. This information helped us to investigate the factors (e.g., demographics, attitudes, MPC related experiences) that influence users’ preferences towards each mechanism. We set the following
hypotheses:
H1 Users prefer one of the mechanisms (precautionary or dissuasive) to deal with MPC.
H2 Within mechanisms (precautionary or dissuasive), users also prefer one specific mechanism to deal with MPC.
H3 Dissuasive mechanisms that imply immediate consequences are preferred over those that
imply delayed consequences.
H4 Specific groups of users based on role, demographics, multimedia sharing practices and
MPC experience prefer different mechanisms.

4.1

Experiment Design

In order to achieve the two goals above, we designed a large-scale online survey comprised of two
parts. In the first part, we collected data on sharing practices for multi-subject data using a critical
incident method [33] (i.e., having respondents remember episodes where they experienced MPCs,
as in [138]). In the current study, we tackle all kinds of MPCs; some parts of the study focused
specifically on the MPCs that lead to severe consequences (i.e., public shaming and discrimination
related to nudity or sexual content). In the second part of the survey, to collect feedback about our
mechanisms, we used a scenario testing approach with storyboards; a well-established methodology to elicit feedback about technology [47, 142]. We used storyboards for three main reasons:
i. they allow to elicit responses from a diverse sample of respondents as they provide a common
visual language; ii. they enable respondents to focus on the essential interaction design and visual elements of the mechanism and reduce the noise caused by other unrelated design elements;
iii. when combined with surveys, they enable researchers to collect large volumes of data, thus
enabling statistical analysis. Note that while our survey focused on both photos and videos, our
storyboards focused only on photos as they are easier to visualize. While the research method
used in this study allowed us to collect answers from a representative sample of Internet users, we
note also that the collected data provides speculative opinions formed on the basis of storyboards.
It does not tell us how people would behave if the presented methodologies were implemented in
the OSNs they use, nor how well or poorly these designs would perform in practice.
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Design of the Survey Instrument

The questionnaire contained 71 items. The full questionnaire is reported in Supplementary Material A (pages 1-8).8 The questions were organized into four sections. The first section contained
demographic questions used to ensure that the sample was representative of the US adult Internet population (i.e., Q1 to Q4). It also contained standardized questions to assess the respondents’
socio-economic status (SES) [43], and two questions focused on OSN to collect information about
the platforms and technologies most used by the respondents. The second section focused on
MPCs. The questions were designed to ask respondents to alternatively take the role of an uploader (i.e., the person causing the MPC) and that of a data subject (i.e., the person suffering from
the MPC). To design the questions, we loosely followed the critical incident method [33]. The questions focused on the most recent events where respondents experienced an MPC.9 We designed
the questions to be semi-structured to avoid priming respondents and to enable respondents to
freely report the ways in which they prevent/resolve MPCs. The third section focused on severe
episodes resulting from MPCs. We focused, in particular, on episodes of discrimination and exposure suggested by recent literature [25]. Specifically, the section contained questions on revenge
pornography [134, 137, 146], public shaming [75, 149], and discrimination [46]. In the final section,
we presented respondents with storyboards for each of the mechanisms discussed in Section 3
(storyboards are depicted in Supplementary Material B, pages 9-13).
The storyboards were drawn following the design guidelines by Truong et al. [142]. The sequences in the storyboard were drawn following a short narrative drafted iteratively and reviewed
by the authors of this paper. The short stories depicted the same character sharing a photo showing multiple individuals on a social network. Each sequence also showed how the system would
dissuade or prevent the uploader from sharing without the consent of the involved individuals.
After each storyboard was presented, the respondents were shown three seven-point Likert scales
for rating the desirability of the mechanism as an uploader and as a data subject. We ensured that
respondents understood the mechanism depicted in each storyboard by asking them two comprehension questions: i. to describe in their own words what was happening in each storyboard, and
ii. to list the pros and cons of the depicted mechanism.
4.3 Procedure
The survey was approved by the IRB of the University of Lausanne. We contracted a vendor to
deploy and conduct the survey; the vendor was in charge of selecting a representative sample of
adult Internet users based in the US [32].10 As the vendor did not provide a system for collecting the
consent of legal guardians or parents for younger individuals, we recruited only adult respondents.
The panelists were recruited via partnerships and invited via banners and messaging, and then
went through quality controls.
To eliminate possible presentation and carryover effects, questions presenting multiple choices,
as well as the order of the storyboards, were randomized. Before deploying the questionnaire, we
conducted eight pre-tests involving individuals at our institution. One of the authors sat with the
participants and, for each question, asked the participant to re-state, in their own words, what
the question was asking and how they would answer. Feedback provided at this stage was used
to adjust wording (e.g., added the qualifier concrete for Q17) and provide additional context (e.g.,
8 See

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/NDBK7, last accessed January 2021.
the data is self-reported, it depends on whether the respondent noticed the MPC and how they perceived it.
10 We chose to rely on web panels, through a vendor, in order for our results to generalize to adult Internet users in the US
including 50+ y.o. users who usually cannot be reached through crowd-sourcing platforms (e.g., MTurk). See the work of
Redmiles et al. [119] for a thorough comparison of the generalizability of security and privacy survey results for different
subject pools (incl. crowd-sourcing and web panels).
9 As
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added an informative text that precedes Q27). A second pre-test was conducted via soft launch with
a random sample of 100 respondents following the same deployment procedure for the full launch.
The answers provided in the open questions helped us assess whether respondents understood
the questions. In some cases, we added qualifiers and informative text to clarify the intent (e.g.,
added privacy reasons to Q15). The soft launch data was not used in the analysis. Last, it took an
average of 17 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Upon completion of the questionnaire, each
respondent received ∼USD 5 (average hourly pay: ∼USD 18).11
4.4

Factor Analyses using Regression Models

To gain better insight into factors that influence respondents’ preference towards specific mechanisms, we estimated the parameters in mixed-effect regression models: M1 for “as an uploader”
and M2 for “as a data subject”. Independent variables include demographic variables, the frequency
of sharing on social networks, whether they caused or suffered an MPC, the level of concern about
exposing/being exposed, and whether they caused or suffered a severe MPC. A random intercept
accounts for the respondent effect. The fixed effects were selected using an AIC-based procedure.
In addition, as we were interested in whether respondents assigned different desirability values
to precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms, we computed two additional regression models: M3
(as an uploader) and M4 (as a data subject). These models included interaction terms between the
observed variables and the mechanism types. For readability, we reduced the mechanism types
to two levels: precautionary (CS, FB, and N) and dissuasive (SS, E, AL, PS, and LT). Lastly, to
better understand whether specific types of users have a preference towards any of the dissuasive
mechanisms, we built another model M5 that includes the interaction effects between the observed
variables and five mechanisms (SS, E, AL, PS, and LT). For readability, Model M5 was computed
only for “as a data subject” as the results were similar to “as uploader”. Furthermore, M5 was
restricted to the dissuasive mechanisms, as the precautionary mechanisms had higher rankings
and did not differ from each other.
All the models were fitted using the lme4 and lmerTest packages of the statistical software
R (see [14]). The tests are corrected for multiple comparisons using the one-step method implemented in the multcomp package.12 Although, with such a large amount of data, the tests validity
is guaranteed by the asymptotic theory, we were mindful not to over-interpret results and p-values
(see for example Pinheiro and Bates [109]). Note that we refrained from using Friedman tests to
compare the mechanisms since we wanted to control for the participant factors like gender, age,
etc. Due to the number of tests and the complexity of the statistical analyses, it was not possible
to accurately compute a sample size. However, we performed an approximate power analysis of
the ANOVA F-test (on 8 groups with 𝛼 = .05). We estimated 1800 respondents to reach a power
of 90% to detect a “small” scale effect equal to 0.1. Therefore, we requested from our vendor 1900
complete responses after the low-quality responses had already been removed.
4.5

Data Reliability and Coding Process

To ensure data reliability, several quality-assurance (QA) processes were followed when administering the survey instrument: speeders and straightliners were removed at the source by the vendor. After removing speeders and straightliners, 1907 responses were collected. Upon inspection
of the answers to the open-ended questions, we further excluded 115 respondents, which left us
with 𝑁 = 1792 valid responses. To analyze Q42 (i.e., an open-ended question about pros and
11 We

cannot provide the exact amount as the vendor uses an incentive scale which is based on panelist characteristics.
support reproducibility, the R scripts are available at
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/NDBK7, last accessed January 2021.
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cons of each mechanism), we used thematic analysis [19]. Thematic analysis has been used by
earlier work in privacy research [63] to analyze open-ended survey questions. One of the authors
manually preprocessed the dataset and removed respondents who clearly did not provide reliable
responses (e.g., “great thingsrutghrniow”, “none none none”). As a result, 6, 552 comments were
selected. The filtered data were iteratively read (for data familiarization) and coded, where both
semantic and latent features of data were considered. We built a codebook inductively, while keeping in mind relevant privacy theories, including concepts such as privacy boundaries (particularly
MPCs as potential boundary turbulence) [107] and acceptable information flows depending on
the context [96]. A total of 3, 246 anecdotes were coded, and a code list including 102 codes was
generated. Later the codes were clustered into potential themes given their relevance on how respondents expressed their perceived benefits and concerns about different mechanisms. The initial
themes were discussed by authors using a thematic map and these themes were either merged or
removed to develop the final list of 17 main themes (i.e., 6 for benefits and 11 for concerns, reported
in Sec. 5.3 and 5.4).
4.6

Demographics and General Statistics

The proportion of female respondents was 51.8% (or 928 respondents) and the age distribution
was as follows: 18-29 (22.7%, or 406 respondents), 30-39 (15.3%, or 274), 40-49 (19.1%, or 342), 5059 (18.1%, or 325), 60+ (24.8%, or 445). Respondents were well-distributed across the four macro
regions of the US: 22.1% (or 396) live in the Midwest, 20.1% (or 360) live in the Northeast, 33.8% (or
606) live in the South, and 24.0% (or 430) live in the West. Regarding sharing photos and videos,13
the majority of the respondents (62.9%, or 1127) use OSN (e.g., Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, etc.);
about 35.7% (or 639) use IM apps (e.g., Messenger, WeChat, Snapchat, etc.); and 13.9% (or 249) use
multimedia sharing websites (e.g., Flickr, Youtube, Vimeo, etc.).
4.6.1 Multimedia Sharing Practices, MPCs, and Coping Strategies. Most respondents declared sharing online content where others are shown (84.82% or 1520) and/or appearing in online content
shared by others (85.66% or 1535), showing the potential of MPCs. In fact, many respondents experienced an MPC in the last 12 months, with 16.29% (or 292) causing it, and 24.39% (or 437)
suffering it.14 The reasons for MPC were similar to previous work (e.g., [138]): individuals shown
looked drunk, the content showed some nudity, or they did not like their appearance (cf. Table 1
of Supplementary Material C, page 14 for details).
Importantly, a significant association was found between “Suffered MPC” and “Gender” (𝜒 2 (1) =
9.64, 𝑝 < .01), with “Female-Suffered” being over-represented. Similarly, a significant association
was found between “Age” and “Suffered MPC”, and “Age” and “Caused MPC” (resp. 𝜒 2 (4) = 65.44,
𝑝 < .001, 𝜒 2 (4) = 81.2, 𝑝 < .001), with “18-29-Caused/Suffered” being over-represented. This
suggests that younger users most often reported dealing with MPC (both causing/suffering), and
that female respondents were more likely to report having suffered an MPC (cf. Table 2 (a) and (c)
of Supplementary Material C, page 14 for details).
Regarding the coping strategies users employ to try to avoid or resolve MPCs when they appear,
the results confirm previous research [77, 116, 117, 138] (cf. Table 3 of Supplementary Material C,
page 15 for details). Strategies to avoid MPCs included: asking permission first from individuals shown in the content (37%), not sharing content (22%), using common sense (18%), sharing
13 Respondents

could select multiple categories.

14 These numbers could be a lower-bound of the MPC phenomena, because of the qualifying text ‘for privacy reasons’ in the

question, which might have led multiple respondents to only report incidents they perceive privacy-related. In previous
studies without this qualifier, such as [138], participants reported a higher proportion of what, after analysis, was actually
deemed to be an MPC.
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Table 1. Ratings of the precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms reported by the respondents of the survey.
The ranks are computed from the mean desirability.

CS (prec.)
FB (prec.)
N (prec.)
LT (diss.)
PS (diss.)
AL (diss.)
SS (diss.)
E (diss.)

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
6

As uploader
Mean SD
95% C.I.
4.68 1.68 [4.61; 4.76]
4.68 1.73 [4.60; 4.76]
4.67 1.67 [4.59; 4.75]
4.54 1.85 [4.45; 4.62]
4.43 1.84 [4.35; 4.52]
4.39 1.91 [4.30; 4.48]
4.11 1.93 [4.02; 4.20]
4.39 1.76 [4.31; 4.47]

Rank
2
1
3
4
5
6
8
7

As data subject
Mean SD
95% C.I.
4.75 1.70 [4.68; 4.83]
4.76 1.73 [4.68; 4.84]
4.73 1.67 [4.65; 4.81]
4.63 1.86 [4.54; 4.71]
4.50 1.87 [4.42; 4.59]
4.46 1.91 [4.38; 4.55]
4.16 1.94 [4.07; 4.25]
4.45 1.77 [4.37; 4.53]

only personal media (9%), or sharing with a restricted group only (3%). Resolution strategies included: deleting the content (53%), apologizing (17%), discussing with the offended party (6.5%),
self-reflection to avoid repeating the mistake (9.7%), or no action (10.5%). In most cases these solutions are ineffective to avoid conflict. They might even make conflicting content known to others
or worse, copied and redistributed. This further reinforces the need to address MPC before the
content is shared online [77, 116, 138], and justifies the need for precautionary and/or dissuasive
mechanisms.
4.6.2 MPC consequences and severity. Regarding MPC consequences, respondents stated (cf. Table 4 of Supplementary Material C, page 15 for a full listing): a breach of personal privacy (22.45%),
discrimination (20.79%), hurting others’ feelings (16.31%), their reputation (7.59%), or no clear consequence (17.02%). Regarding MPC severity, we found that 12.05% of respondents caused severe
MPCs to other individuals. The breakdown by type revealed that 64.90% were conflicts related to
attire, facial expressions or alcohol use with public shaming, and 35.10% were due to nudity or sexual content. We also found that 7.37% of respondents experienced severe MPCs caused by others,
among which 25.42% for content related to nudity or sex. This finding suggests that about 1 out
of 10 adult Internet users in the US experienced severe MPC that might have led to public shaming, discrimination or revenge pornography. In terms of significant associations, we only found
that younger users caused and suffered severe MPC more than older users (resp. 𝜒 2 (4) = 95.85,
𝑝 < .001, 𝜒 2 (4) = 63.29, 𝑝 < .001). See Table 2 (b) and (d) of Supplementary Material C for details.
5 MAIN FINDINGS
For conciseness and clarity, we will focus on and report the details of statistically significant results, and discuss only non-significant results that are relevant. The complete tables, including
non-significant findings can be found in Supplementary Materials.
5.1

Mechanism Desirability as Uploader and Data Subject

Respondents compared the different storyboards that represent the mechanisms. These were rated
as uploaders and as data subjects. The Likert tableau describing the ratings of the mechanisms is
reported in Figure 4. Table 1 shows the average ratings of the mechanisms and their ranks. Significant differences between mechanism desirability ratings as “an uploader” were found (Friedman
test: 𝜒 2 (7) = 218.71, 𝑝 < .001). No difference was found between the precautionary mechanisms
(i.e., CS, FB, and N). However, the precautionary mechanisms ratings appeared higher than those
of the dissuasive mechanisms (except the pair N vs. LT). Among the dissuasive mechanisms, AL,
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As data subject
CS
FB
N
LT
PS
AL
SS
E

8% 3% 5%
8% 3% 4%
8% 3% 3%
11%
4% 6%
12%
4% 6%
13%
5% 5%
17%
5% 5%
11%
4% 5%
75%
Extremely undesirable

50%

25%

Moderately undesirable

Slightly undesirable

32%
31%
34%
29%
30%
29%
33%
34%
0%
Neither undesirable nor desirable

17%
19%
18%
15%
15%
14%
12%
17%

17%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
12%
14%

25%

19%
21%
19%
22%
19%
19%
16%
16%
50%

Slightly desirable

Moderately desirable

75%
Extremely desirable

Fig. 4. Likert tableau reporting the ratings of the different mechanisms compared in the survey (as data
subject).
Table 2. Regression model coefficients for the desirability value respondents associated with the different
strategies presented in the survey. M1 describes the desirability as uploader, while M2 the desirability as data
subject. For readability, Just few coefficients are shown below. The full table can be found in Supplementary
Material E, page 17, Table 1.
Model
Factors
(intercept) Des. Value
Gender : Male
Age : 60+
Freq. being shown : High
Level of Care : High
Level of Concern : High
Caused Severe MPC : Yes

Est.
3.92
-.16
.47
.27
.36
.44
.31

M1: des. as uploader
Std Err 𝑧-value 𝑝-value
.20
19.65
<.001
.07
-2.32
<.05
.12
3.79
<.001
.07
3.62
<.001
.13
2.76
<.01
.08
5.55
<.001
.10
2.98
<.01

Est.
3.98
-.19
.51
.25
.34
.48
.34

M2: des. as data subject
Std Err 𝑧-value 𝑝-value
.20
19.76
<.001
.07
-2.69
<.01
.12
4.11
<.001
.07
3.41
<.001
.13
2.61
<.01
.08
5.98
<.001
.10
3.26
<.01

PS and E did not differ, and LT was not different from PS. All other comparisons lead to statistically
significant differences. The post-hoc tests adjusted 𝑝-values are reported in Table 5 of Supplementary Material D, page 16. Rating the mechanisms as “a data subject” revealed significant differences
between the mechanisms (𝜒 2 (7) = 249.76, 𝑝 < .001). The post-hoc analysis showed similar results
to “as an uploader” (see Table 5 of Supplementary Material D).
We also did a simple analysis of how respondents changed their desirability scores when they
moved from “data subject” to “uploader” (Supplementary Material E, page 17). The plots revealed
that around 80% of respondents did not change their scores. Moreover, 20% of respondents who
changed their decisions, did so in both directions (i.e., increasing and decreasing the scores). Thus,
there is no clear trend between respondents’ role and desirability of the mechanisms.
5.2

Factors that Influence the Desirability of the Mechanisms

Table 2 shows some coefficients for the desirability value associated with the mechanisms as uploader (M1) and as data subject (M2). Full results are in Supplementary Material F, pages 18-33.
Figure 5 presents a visual summary. We now review the factors that remained significant after
model selection. It is worth mentioning that the size of the effects, measured here by the estimates,
corresponds to the difference in the desirability value between the reference level and the considered level (e.g., Female versus Male for Gender). It is an arbitrary task to define when such a
difference is large, medium or small, beyond their significance. In the analysis below, we qualified
any effect smaller than 0.2 in absolute value, as small, from 0.2 to 0.5 as medium, and larger than
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0.5 as large.15 When the effect is small, we added some words or caution on over-interpreting the
results.
Gender. The gender of the respondents influences the desirability level (Tables 7 and 8 of Supplementary Material F). Women rated any mechanisms significantly higher than men16 (M1:
Est. −.16, small effect, 𝑍 =−2.32, 𝑝 < .05, M2: Est. −.19, small effect, 𝑍 =−2.69, 𝑝 < .05). Comparing precautionary and dissuasive, no significant different rating was found between male and
female, though, with a mild trend, females assigned higher values to precautionary over dissuasive
mechanisms. Following prior research stating they are the target of gender-based violence with
higher frequency [30], it is reasonable that women value any solution to control attacks higher.
Further, women might prefer precautionary mechanisms, as these offer more control over dissuasive ones. It also appeared that women prefer the mechanism with ‘individual’ consequences
rather than ‘social’ ones (M5: “PS - LT”: Est. −.20, 𝑍 =−2.03, 𝑝 < .05, Table 33 of Supplementary
Material F). While women rated all dissuasive mechanisms higher than men, they did not do the
same for Public Shaming (PS). Free-texts from female respondents revealed that warnings with
social consequences were perceived to further expose the privacy of the data subjects: “This
is making private information public. If Alice reported a picture and it was removed, why are you
telling everyone about it. This makes the problem even worse” [F, 50-59 y.o.]. This is in line with
prior reports [31, 125] observing that women usually do not speak about harassment in public to
protect their social reputation, and avoid blame. However, these findings should be taken with
caution and may be subject to further investigations considering the generally low estimates of
the effects.
Age. We found a significant effect of age on the desirability level of different mechanisms (Tables 9 and 10 of Supplementary Material F). As uploaders and as data subjects, older respondents (60+) rated any mechanism higher than younger ones (M1: 18-29: Est. .47, medium effect, 𝑍 =3.79, 𝑝 < .001, 30-39: Est. .35, medium effect, 𝑍 =2.78, 𝑝 < .05; M2: 18-29: Est. .51, large
effect, 𝑍 =4.11, 𝑝 < .001, 30-39: Est. .39, medium effect, 𝑍 =3.02, 𝑝 < .05). As uploaders, precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms are rated differently by respondents in different age groups
(M3: 𝐹 = 10.5, 𝑑 𝑓1 = 4, 𝑑 𝑓2 = 12530, 𝑝 < .001). Globally, precautionary mechanisms are preferred,
though the difference is larger for younger ages (e.g., “Diss. − Prec.” estimated at −.374 for 18-29)
and smaller for older ages (e.g., “Diss. − Prec.” estimated at −.025 for 60+). For the oldest ages,
difference of precautionary and dissuasive is not significant. Similar results were obtained when
respondents rated the mechanisms as data subjects (M4: 𝐹 = 14.3, 𝑑 𝑓1 = 4, 𝑑 𝑓2 = 12530, 𝑝 < .001).
Lastly, in line with previous models, among dissuasive mechanisms, older respondents (60+) rated
all mechanisms higher than younger ones (e.g., M5: 18-29,E: Est. −.30, 𝑍 = −2.28, 𝑝 < .05, Table 34
of Supplementary Material F).
This suggests a gap between generations: younger adults, at ease with social networks, and
older adults, struggling with new IT tools [12]. While younger users prefer control, older users
prefer the simpler interaction flows afforded by the dissuasive mechanisms: “Seems to me this
[ConsenShare ] is a lot of work to do just to show a picture. People should not be taking inappropriate
pictures” [F, 60+ y.o.]; “It [ConsenShare ] requires a lot of time and hassle” [F, 60+ y.o.]. Lastly, it is
worth noting that like any statistical analysis, it cannot exclude confounding factors with age that
could cause variation of the rating. One could think of a “frequency of sharing online” that is only
partially controlled by the factor “frequency of being shown”.
15 We

defined these levels given that most of the desirability scores were cast in the upper part of the scale, namely 3 to 7
(global mean 4.52, global sd 1.81). Therefore, an increase of 0.2 in the estimate corresponds to a 5% increase in desirability,
and an increase of 0.5 in the estimate corresponds to a 12.5% increase in desirability.
16 Though non-binary gender was allowed (Q1), no gender other than female or male was recorded.
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Fig. 5. Summary of the factor analysis. Lines in the figure represent significant associations between the
demographic profile, the attitudes, the experiences of the user and the mechanisms tested in this study. The
methods on the far right represent a subset of the dissuasive mechanisms.

Frequency of sharing or being shared online. For conciseness we use “share” to refer to uploaders
and “being shared” to refer to data subjects. Respondents who shared intensively rated any
mechanism higher than those who shared rarely or never (M1: Est. .27, medium effect, 𝑍 =3.62,
𝑝 < .01). Similar results are true for data subjects, those appearing in content being shared (M2:
Est. .25, medium effect, 𝑍 =3.41, 𝑝 < .01). See Tables 13 and 14 in Supplementary Material F.
As uploaders, there was no significant difference of the ratings of precautionary and dissuasive
mechanisms between categories. However, we note a trend: the estimate of the difference between
precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms narrows down to zero as the frequency of sharing online
increases (M3: Est.= −.28, −.25, −.16, resp. for levels=low, mid, high). Similar results are true for
the frequency of being shared. See Tables 23 and 29 in Supplementary Material F.
This suggests that, as the frequency of sharing/being shared increases, the preference towards
precautionary mechanisms decreases. A possible explanation suggested by the free-text comments
is that users who reported to share frequently consider the additional effort that precautionary mechanisms might add to the sharing process: “It is a whole hassle to upload a picture [using
FaceBlock ] and wait for consent” [shares daily, F, 18-29 y.o.]; “It [ConsenShare ] may take a lot more
time to post a single picture” [shares daily, M, 40-49 y.o.]. Similarly, those whose contents get shared
intensively, might dislike having to approve every content where they appear: “It [ConsenShare ]
would result in extra notifications for me to check on; I would find it [Negotiation ] a hassle to have
to be constantly monitoring these things.” [being shared daily, F, 40-49 y.o.].
Care about exposing others and concern about being exposed. Users with self-reported high level
of care about exposing others rated any mechanism higher than users who have a selfreported mid level of care (M1: Est. .45, medium effect, 𝑍 =4.69, 𝑝 < .001) and than users with
self-reported low level of care (M1: Est. .36, medium effect, 𝑍 =2.77, 𝑝 < .05). Similarly, users with
self-reported high level of care about being exposed rated any mechanism higher than users with
self-reported mid level of care (M2: Est. .33, medium effect, 𝑍 =3.88, 𝑝 < .001) and than users with
self-reported low level of care (M2: Est. .48, medium effect, 𝑍 =5.98, 𝑝 < .001). See Tables 15 to 18
in Supplementary Material F.
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For the ‘care about exposing’, there is no significant difference in the ratings between categories.
No clear trend appeared. For the ‘concern of being exposed’, there are significant differences in
the ratings between categories (M3: 𝐹 = 13.8, 𝑑 𝑓1 = 2, 𝑑 𝑓2 = 12530, 𝑝 < .001). The preferred
mechanisms are the precautionary ones especially for Concern=Low (M3: Est.= −.412, 𝑍 = −7.12,
𝑝 < .001). For the two highest levels of concern the difference between precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms is smaller (M3: Mid: Est= −.110, 𝑍 = −1.86, 𝑝 = .06, and High: Est= −.162,
𝑍 = −3.11, 𝑝 < .01). Results from model M4 are similar in terms of the significance of the interaction terms (M4: Care: 𝐹 = 3.51, 𝑑 𝑓1 = 2, 𝑑 𝑓2 = 12530, 𝑝 = .03; Concern: 𝐹 = 12.0, 𝑑 𝑓1 = 2,
𝑑 𝑓2 = 12530, 𝑝 < .001). See Tables 24-25 and 30-31 in Supplementary Material F.
In short, these findings reveal that users weigh-in their attitudes towards MPCs when evaluating the mechanisms. Users with self-reported high level of care tend to value any mechanism
providing protection from MPCs. Results are inconclusive whether these users value precautionary or dissuasive mechanisms more.
Further investigation showed that respondents with self-reported high level of care about exposing others rated solutions with “immediate” consequences (i.e., LT, PS) significantly higher compared respondents with self-reported mid and low level of care (M5: “LT, Low - High”: Est. −.39,
𝑍 =−2.19, 𝑝 < .05, “LT, Mid - High”: Est. −.51, 𝑍 =−3.85, 𝑝 < .01, “PS, Low - High”: Est. −.37,
𝑍 =−2.07, 𝑝 < .05, “PS, Mid - High”: Est. −.53, 𝑍 =−3.98, 𝑝 < .01, Table 38 of Supplementary Material F). The analysis of the free-text comments revealed that respondents with high level of care
felt LT and PS provided responses that were proportionate to the crime (i.e., sharing without
consent): “I like this [Law Threat ] because it is more factual and more appropriately relays the seriousness of the offense” [high level of care, F, 60+ y.o.]; “This [Public Shaming ] would cause the
user [uploader] to feel the same, or worse, amount of shame that the target [data subject] felt.” [high
level of care, F, 18-29 y.o.]; “This [AL] is way too harsh of a punishment” [slightly careful, student,
F, 18-29 y.o.]; “The penalty [SS] is just way out of the ballpark and it does not match the severity of
the offense” [high level of care, F, 30-39 y.o.].

Causing or Suffering from a severe MPC. As uploaders, the users who caused a severe MPC rated
any mechanism higher than users who did not (M1: Est. .31, medium effect, 𝑍 =2.98, 𝑝 < .01, see
Table 19 in Supplementary Material F). Furthermore, there was no significant difference in the
rating assigned to precautionary and dissuasive mechanisms between respondents who did and
who did not cause a severe MPC. Thus, the personal history of the respondents plays a role
in the ratings of each mechanism. To avoid being again in stressful conditions, users prefer
any safety mechanism preventing trouble.
Among dissuasive mechanisms, respondents who did not cause a severe MPC disliked mechanisms with “social” consequences (i.e., AL and PS) compared to Law Threat (M5: “Did not cause, AL
- LT”: Est. −.15, 𝑍 =−2.02, 𝑝 < .05, “Did not cause, PS - LT”: Est. −.13, 𝑍 =−1.69, 𝑝 = .09, Table 40 of
Supplementary Material F). The free-text analysis showed how these users try to avoid repeating
the mistake of the uploader: “It just opens up a can of worms by shaming someone who might
have innocently posted a photo. If that isn’t the case and it was done in a vindictive manner then
the legal aspect would be more appropriate.” [did not cause severe MPC, F, 60+ y.o.]. Interestingly,
suffering a severe MPC was not found significant in any model. That may be due to collinearity
between caused and suffered severe MPC. One may guess that people causing and suffering severe
MPCs are in fact the same. However, this hypothesis needs further investigation.
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Perceived Benefits Reported by Respondents

The thematic analysis performed on the comments left by respondents on each mechanisms revealed six main reasons that explain the overall positive ratings.17 About a quarter of the analyzed
comments described all of the mechanisms as a necessity for social media. Respondents described how any mechanism that could better protect the privacy of the OSN users is beneficial.
Particularly, respondents recognized how precautionary mechanisms provide the user of OSN
more control over the images being shared, or the audience who has access to them: “Social media
users would be able to dictate exactly how they want to be depicted in any photo that is uploaded to
that site, which would create a much safer and less exploited online reality.” [M, 30-39 y.o.]. Respondents also appreciated how all mechanisms intervene before sharing thus potentially reducing the
overall number of conflicts: “The pro is I am pre warned that I may possibly humiliate or hurt a friend
or family. I also get a chance to think about what I am doing before it is too late.” [F, 18-29 y.o.]. All
of the presented methods could also potentially alert the data subjects of non-consensual uploads
and of pictures that concerned them that could be circulating on social media: “The pro is being
able to discover when you are being put online by others that you may not be aware of and having the
choice to give consent or not.” [F, 30-39 y.o.]. Many respondents also highlighted how these methods
are particularly beneficial for vulnerable subjects, particularly younger users, who might approach
social media naively and expose themselves in the process: “This is a good way to prevent things
like this from happening especially for young teens who may be totally unaware and naive about how
these things can cause torment to others lives for years if posted.” [F, 60+ y.o.].
5.3.1 Perceived Benefits of Precautionary mechanisms. Several respondents favoured the precautionary mechanisms as these where considered more democratic than the dissuasive mechanisms. Respondents appreciated that with precautionary mechanisms every person represented
in the picture had a say on whether the photo was appropriate for being shared online, not just
the uploader: “I think this is a great solution as it allows the other person to have a say in what happens
with the photo and allows for a wider variety of outcomes.” [F, 18-29 y.o.]. Respondents appreciated
precautionary strategies as able to provide control to the data subjects over the content shared online (and to data subjects caught unintentionally in the shared content): “It gives more control to the
people involved whether or not they want to be a public shared photo/video. Also it helps filter out the
people in the background that were caught in the photo/video unintentionally” [M, 30-39 y.o.]. The
Negotiation method was appreciated because it enforced the collaboration between the uploader
and the data subject, thus soliciting peers to reach consensus: “Both sides can decide on what they
like on the sharing preferences for the photo. This allows the ‘conversation’ to not be one-sided.” [F,
18-29 y.o.]. One of the said advantage of precautionary mechanisms over other methods was that
these did not restrict the ability of OSN users to share content but they simultaneously enabled
data subjects to vet the appropriateness of the content being shared: “I like that it can leave
in the people who consented to the picture, while blurring out the people who didn’t. This allows the
person the freedom to post their picture, just without the person who didn’t want to be shown.” [M,
30-39 y.o.].
5.3.2 Perceived Benefits of Dissuasive mechanisms. Many comments concerned dissuasive mechanisms. Respondents appreciated these methods because they can encourage uploaders to think
twice to avoid negligence: “Sometimes people post stuff without thinking. A gentle reminder of what
they are doing and the possible consequences is all that’s needed for most people” [F, 50-59 y.o.]; “This
would be more up my alley to prevent a person from doing something silly in the heat of the moment.”
[M, 50-59 y.o.]. Dissuasive mechanisms were also seen as strong enough to deter people from
17 Themes

are marked in bold.
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sharing without consent: “I like how strict this warning is, and that it gives the person who wants to
send the picture out ‘sufficient warning’ that not only will their account be penalized, but that their
monetary standing will be jeopardized.” [F, 60+ y.o.]. Several respondents saw dissuasive mechanisms more appropriate for severe MPCs. Several comments described how these mechanisms
can be helpful when the shared content contains nudity: “I like this idea if someone is actually trying
to put nude pictures of someone or porn without consent the person portrayed in the photo should be
able to take action on the person that did it.” [F, 50-59 y.o.]; and for cyberbullying: “It prevent someone from posting mean and hateful things which could prevent things like suicide.” [M, 40-49 y.o.].
Also, given that several dissuasive methods make the identity of the offender known to the peers,
they were considered effective for serial offenders: “The pros is that this technique could stop serial
abusers and prevent them from posting yet again, without the other people’s consent.” [M, 40-49 y.o.].
We now look at the concerns raised by the respondents.
5.4

Concerns Reported by Respondents

In addition to the benefits that most respondents reported in the survey, many comments discussed
concerns that respondents identified in the storyboards. A large portion of these concerns applied
equally to precautionary and dissuasive methods, and we organized them in five themes.
Most respondents pointed out that a critical aspect of the reviewed methods is related to consent
collection. These methods need to record and store trace of the explicit consent given by the data
subject(s) appearing in the shared media. Several respondents pointed out how providing consent
offline would not be protective for the uploader, as data subjects can later change their mind and
deny having approved the publication of the content: “The major con of this is people being in good
relationships turn bad and the person given consent could easily changed their mind and lie.” [M, 1829 y.o.]. Furthermore, respondents pointed out that these methods would generally put a burden
on the uploaders because it might be difficult to get consent for every shared media that shows
other people, for pictures of large groups of people, or getting consent for media that portray
peoples that are hard or impossible to reach (e.g., children, people without a OSN account, people
who might have died after the photo was taken, celebrities): “Some people like my grandma are
never going on Facebook so I’ll never get her consent and all my pictures of Grandma are going to
be ruined.” [F, 18-29 y.o.]. Finally, respondents also indicated how these methods would also put
a burden on the data subjects because they have to explicitly provide consent to all media being
shared where they are displayed. Particularly, providing consent would be annoying for people
that are often portrayed in social media posts (e.g., social proxies, celebrities): “How would this
work with celebrities or famous people? Would they be able to approve every photo posted of them.
With regular people I think it will work fine but I’m curious how it would work for public figures.” [F,
18-29 y.o.].
Respondents also described how any method for fighting MPC would need to be protective of
vulnerable data subjects and uploaders. In fact, data subjects who report a non-consensual
sharing might be retaliated by uploaders if their identity would become known: “This can lead
to harassment of exposed user from the user that uploaded the photo.” [F, 18-29 y.o.]; “I think they
should use fictitious names for safety or assign a number to users.” [F, 60+ y.o.]. Several respondents
also described how these mechanisms that are designed to protect data subjects might be gamed
to maliciously ostracize and discriminate uploaders: “Too easy for malicious, vindictive, or angry
people to make others lives harder in a few moments. To easy to whip up the outrage mob and say
‘see, this person got banned! They must be a bad Person, you need no other evidence!’.” [F, 30-39 y.o.].
Another theme identified in the analysis is that these methods may limit the freedom of
speech. Participants described how improper or excessive appeal to deterrence or explicit consent
collection might be abused to limit journalistic work: “It’s easy to imagine this being used to censor
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legitimate, newsworthy content. Imagine if a public figure tried to erase an unwanted image or video
from the Internet even if that content is worthwhile and newsworthy.” [M, 40-49 y.o.]. Felons might
use these mechanisms to hide information that might otherwise be necessary to the justice system:
“What if someone records a crime or a police officer doing something wrong but this technique blocks
them from posting it? That could cause serious problems and might even prevent justice from being
done by preventing videos recorded without consent from being used as evidence in criminal cases.”
[M, 30-39 y.o.].
Furthermore, respondents highlighted how these methods can be circumvented by switching
to a different sharing platform that does not implement the same policies: “This would not solve
the problem since someone could just use another site to post photos if they were inclined to do.” [F,
60+ y.o.]. Finally, several respondents had concerns regarding the reliability of the technology
powering these methods. Specifically, respondents were concerned that the machine learning algorithms required for recognizing people in the shared media might under- or over-trigger: “The
tech behind it sounds amazing, but in actuality facial recognition systems seem a bit unforgiving.
I imagine the algorithm would need altering too, say if plastic surgery is involved or drastic losing
weight.” [F, 18-29 y.o.].
5.4.1 Concerns with Precautionary mechanisms. In addition to the general concerns described
above, respondents also described concerns specific to precautionary mechanisms, that we organized in three themes. Many comments described how mechanisms such as FaceBlock and
ConsenShare would disrupt the user experience of OSN users. Respondents described how
the sharing flows would require additional effort and become confusing for many users: “Too many
steps to go through and it ruins the entire experience of sharing a photo.” [F, 50-59 y.o.]. Furthermore,
comments described how pixelating or masking parts of the content would significantly degrade
the aesthetics of images or videos shared on social media: “The pixelation seems a little far fetched
and a bit awkward, especially when someone doesn’t get around to approving of the photo being posted
of themself.” [F, 18-29 y.o.].
A second theme specific to precautionary methods concerned the privacy risks. Many respondents did not trust 3rd party companies to handle their privacy on OSNs as these could track their
behaviors across several networks: “The con is you have an additional website gathering personal
data about you, your friends or associates, about your online behavior and decision making process.”
[F, 30-39 y.o.]. Most of the respondents were also uncomfortable sharing their ID card with OSNs
for proving their identity: “This is giving social media sites not only a selfie but a picture of your
identification card to use as they want. The stated goal will be to keep your identity from being shared,
the unstated goal would be to mass-collect information on an ID card for millions of people and it will
all be kept, analyzed, stored, and shared with business partners.” [M, 18-29 y.o.]. Respondents also
pointed out that OSNs are not immune to security problems. Their servers could be hacked and the
original un-blurred content stored on the server might be leaked by hackers: “Whatever site you’re
uploading to that has this feature, still has access to your original photo.” [M, 18-29 y.o.]; “What if
the social network platform got hacked. People’s information will get leaked easily.” [M, 30-39 y.o.].
Finally, the way precautionary methods hid identities was seen insufficient. Several respondents explained how face obfuscation might not be always effective as the person despite the
blurring might still be recognized by contextual factors (e.g., clothes, tattoos, background, friends,
comments left by other peers): “If people know you well enough and know your inner circle of friends,
you’re still going to get caught or pointed out that the blurred person is you … people enjoy to do witch
hunts or guessing games at who is the person that’s been hidden…” [F, 18-29 y.o.].
5.4.2 Concerns with Dissuasive mechanisms. A large body of comments left by respondents concerned dissuasive methods. Their analysis helps also understand the ratings given by respondents.
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We organized these in three themes. Many respondents highlighted that the consequences of dissuasive methods are disproportionate to the committed crime: “This would provide too steep of
a consequence and would allow important things like your ability to get a loan affected by things
that should not affect it. I don’t like this at all. The positive is that because the consequence is so steep
people will be really careful as to what they share” [M, 30-39 y.o.]. Expectedly, many respondents
felt the Social Score mechanism would clash with the libertarian culture of the U.S. and believed
these methods should assign penalties that should be limited to the social network only: “I’m not
about to be involved in some social credit score commie crap! I’m an American. Do this by the laws
of America, not China!” [M, 40-49 y.o.]; “Decreasing your chances of getting a loan has nothing to do
with your social media presence and should not be affected by what you post.” [F, 18-29 y.o.].
Several respondents also explained their ratings saying that dissuasive mechanisms would only
provide partial prevention from MPCs. Many felt these methods would be ineffective against
uploaders who intentionally might want to harm others, or adolescents who might not appreciate
the consequences of triggering the penalties, or other types of users who might not care about
financial or social consequences of their misbehavior: “I feel that the likely outcome would be that
person who is going to post an objectionable photo is beyond being swayed by an empathic warning
and would still go ahead and post the photo out of spite or hatred … this warning would just be ignored
by most objectionable photo posters and it wouldn’t deter them at all.” [F, 60+ y.o.]. Additionally, respondents recognized that these methods might become less effective over time due to habituation:
“I think that after the first few times the novelty will wear off and it wouldn’t be as effective and be
more of an annoyance.” [F, 18-29 y.o.].
Finally, several respondents did not appreciate Public Shaming because this method responded
to a wrongdoing (i.e., the MPC) with retaliation, which many considered also wrong: “Public
shaming is as bad as posting the picture, and it is too late after the picture has already been posted.
Two wrongs don’t make a right.” [F, 60+ y.o.]. Many respondent also found that this method could
also easily backfire by attracting more attention to the MPC thus further exposing the data subjects:
“If Alice reported a picture and it was removed, why are you telling everyone about it. This makes the
problem even worse. Now people who didn’t see the picture are going to be asking about it.” [F, 5059 y.o.]. In the next section, we turn to discuss our main findings. We also revisit our research
hypothesis and discuss the study implications.
6 DISCUSSION
The results reported in this article, as discussed next, contribute to the first and third research
streams described in the literature review section (cf. Sec. 2).
6.1

MPCs are Serious and Widespread Threats

Concerning the first research stream (cf. Sec. 2.1), the results presented in Section 4.6, beyond confirming previous work, shed more light into the incidence and severity of MPCs and on particular
groups of users. According to our results, 24.39% of respondents suffer MPCs as data subjects,
while 16.29% cause MPCs as uploaders. Unfortunately, for 7.37% of the respondents some of these
conflicts lead to serious consequences such as public shaming, discrimination or revenge porn. The
data collected with the survey also helped to identify women and younger users as the most vulnerable user profiles. In particular, women reported suffering MPCs with higher frequency than men
(cf. Section 4.6.1). Similarly, younger users cause and suffer MPC (and severe MPC) with higher frequency than older users. These results might explain why both younger users and women preferred
precautionary mechanisms, where they might get a better protection against privacy violations.
Lastly, these findings suggest that social media platforms should take steps to proactively assist
data subjects who suffer from MPC to report abuse, and address uploaders’ behavior.
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Precautionary Mechanisms Are Preferred

The core finding of this research contributes to the third research stream discussed in Section 2.3:
our respondents prefer the precautionary mechanisms over the dissuasive ones.
6.2.1 Precautionary Mechanisms Are Preferred by Both Uploaders and Data Subjects. The prevalence of the ratings given to precautionary mechanisms did not change even when we asked respondents to rate the desirability of the techniques putting themselves in the shoes of uploaders
and data subjects. While the preference as data subject matched our expectation that respondents
would prefer more control, we did not expect the same result for uploaders. When the person was
in charge of the process (i.e., being an uploader), we expected a preference towards more manageable solutions with simpler workflows. Surprisingly, we did not observe this difference. An explanation suggested by the thematic analysis is that respondents prefer mechanisms that remove the
uncertainty that uploaders might often face when deciding whether content involving multiple
parties is appropriate for being shared (cf. 5.3.1). The results of the regression model indicate that
women and younger users assign higher desirability ratings to precautionary mechanisms. In general, the analysis of the survey responses revealed that precautionary methods were perceived to
provide more control and protection to OSN users. These results confirm H1, as precautionary
methods enforce collaboration, allow more control, and lower uncertainty around sharing media
portraying multiple persons on OSNs.
6.2.2 No Differences Between Precautionary Mechanisms. In terms of the types of precautionary
mechanisms and whether respondents preferred any of them, we did not find any statistically
significant difference. That is, respondents considered precautionary mechanisms to be more desirable than dissuasive mechanisms, but they did not seem to prefer precautionary mechanisms
that modify the content (FB and CS) over precautionary mechanisms that modify the audience
(N). Further research should be conducted in terms of ascertaining whether precautionary mechanisms that modify the content and those that modify the audience could be perceived as more or
less beneficial or desirable in practice. One could argue that both approaches are complementary
and mechanisms that combine both approaches would be worth considering and testing for their
acceptability in the future. For instance, one could only share a photo without modification with
a subset of the audience and with modifications (e.g., face blurred) with the rest of the audience,
or keep faces blurred until an appropriate audience has been agreed upon. Lastly, in terms of item
modification mechanisms (FB and CS), no preference emerged between those that would imply giving their ID to the social media provider (FB) over those that would rely on a trusted third party
for this (CS). The thematic analysis revealed that several respondents did not trust 3rd party companies to handle their privacy (cf. Sec. 5.4.1). Likely, these were counterbalanced by many other
respondents who, on the other hand, were uncomfortable sharing their ID card with OSNs.18
6.3

Challenges and Opportunities of Dissuasive Mechanisms

Dissuasive mechanisms might reduce conflicts caused by mindless sharing. Considering the factor
analyses, we identified different profiles of users who might benefit from dissuasive mechanisms.
In addition, we found dissuasive mechanisms consistently received lower ratings than precautionary ones. We highlight four facets of the factor analysis that help explain these results.
6.3.1 Law Threat Is Preferred. Our findings showed, as we hypothesized, that mechanisms that
threaten users with immediate consequences (LT and PS) received significantly higher approval
compared with those that contain messages with delayed consequences (SS and AL). This is in line
18 Note

that ID card verification is used by several popular services (e.g., Airbnb). In practice, once the identity of the user
has been verified, there is no need to keep the scan of the identification document.
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with previous research that found that immediate punishments achieve higher compliance [1, 51].
Particularly, respondents perceived LT as the most desirable dissuasive mechanism. Respondents
noted that referring to the law was the most sensible choice in most situations. In contrast, the
comments received about SS illustrate that many did not perceive the punishment commensurate to the crime and clashing with the libertarian culture of the US. Therefore, these results only
partially confirm H2: while respondents reported higher desirability for the LT among the dissuasive methods, we did not measure differences in desirability among the precautionary methods
(cf. Sec. 6.2.2). Furthermore, the results allow us to confirm H3, as respondents indicated higher
desirability for methods with immediate punishments.
6.3.2 Effectiveness of Empathy. The design of the Empathy was appreciated by some as it provided
uploaders a chance to “think twice” about how others appearing in the multimedia content could
feel if that content were to be released to others. However, most respondents rated this as one of the
least effective mechanisms. We studied this mechanism because prior work on smoking cessation
[127, 128] and education [100] found that empathy-arousing messages could persuade users to
follow healthier behaviors. However, more recent work in the privacy domain reveals that OSN
users might not decrease the likelihood of sharing content when primed to consider the privacy of
others [8]. Consistently, the desirability ratings collected in our study show that priming users to
consider the consequences of non-consensual sharing was not considered effective by respondents.
We also found that E does not significantly differ from AL and PS (shame arousing mechanisms).
This would suggest that empathy anticipation yields a similar effect to the shame anticipation. In
a sense, one might feel ashamed for not empathizing with others. Further research is required to
understand the relation between empathy and shame anticipations in this context.
6.3.3 Frequent Sharers and Older Users Prefer Dissuasive Mechanisms. The results of the regression
model suggest that potential users consider the trade-offs between a feature’s usefulness, their
level of technical expertise, and the frequency with which they share multimedia content online
when assigning a desirability value to mechanisms that counter MPCs. Users that frequently share
multimedia content online seek faster publication flows. Older users seek the simplest interaction
mechanism. For these two categories of users, dissuasive mechanisms afforded more desirable
solutions. Going forward mechanisms to counter MPCs should be tested specifically with frequent
sharers and older users to ensure these minimize the cost over the publication workflow and that
these have a fast learnability. The results of the regression model also suggest that women and
younger users expressed higher desirability for precautionary mechanisms (cf. Sec. 6.2.1). Taken
together, these results only partially confirm H4: while we did not find difference in desirability
based on the role (i.e., uploader or data-subjects), we found difference in the desirability ratings for
specific groups of respondents based on gender, age, frequency of sharing, and MPC experience.
6.3.4 Dissuasive Mechanisms and Habituation. Some of the respondents did not trust dissuasive
mechanisms could be effective in the long run. Several comments pointed out that over time users
could simply become inattentive to the warnings (i.e., habituation effect), hence these could lose
their dissuasive properties. Habituation effects on security warnings have been studied extensively
in prior work (for a review see the work of [9]). Earlier approaches used different techniques
to regain user attention to the warnings. Two main approaches were applied: i. dishabituation
[11, 20, 21] where every time a stimulus takes a ‘new’ form the user is not familiar with; ii. spontaneous recovery [144] where user attention is recovered if the time gap between two warnings
is large enough (i.e., no stimulus exposure for some time). The first mechanism has been extensively studied as it offers many design opportunities. For instance, we could imagine techniques
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that might involve iterative modification of size and color (text, background), use of flashy borders, changing the location of the warnings, and the way that warnings pop up, similar to what is
typically done for ad banner blindness [113]. Last, given equivalent desirability ratings of some of
the dissuasive mechanisms, we might alternate the use of mechanisms with similar effectiveness.
6.4

Implications for Future Design

Our analysis helped identify the following implications that aim to reduce the occurrence of MPCs.
6.4.1 Preventing Side Leakages from Modified Content. Mechanisms relying on content modification (such as FB and CS) would not guarantee that an MPC might not occur. Through inline or
separate commenting systems peers that are close to the individuals who are shown in the content might leak information on who is behind the cutouts, thus generating privacy conflict. The
identity of data subjects can also be inferred based on their clothes or the location where the photo
was taken. Several respondents expressed this concern (cf. Sec. 5.4.1). Two possible solutions are
suggested. The first would be to block comments on the media until all the involved parties have
given their consent and the parts that are masked are completely removed. A second, safer, approach would be to withhold the publication of the material until all involved parties had given
consent. We acknowledge that these solutions will complicate or delay the publication flow. To
reduce the impact we can imagine to perform automated content analysis (cf. 6.4.2) and trigger
these mechanisms only for sensitive content.
6.4.2 Consent Collection and Appeal Process. Several respondents highlighted that dissuasive mechanisms were lacking the possibility to demand reconsideration in case data subjects flagged uploaded content as non-consensual. The design we tested did not enable the uploaders to present
evidence of prior conversations where approval had been sought and/or obtained. This additional
feature would be necessary to ensure that dissuasive mechanisms would not be exploited by data
subject to purposely cause damage to the uploaders. This also calls for accountable consent collection (cf. the work of Olteanu et al. [101]). What if the data subject says yes and reports the MPC
later? How can the uploader collect legal proof that the data subject agreed to share the content?
19 Furthermore, several respondents noted that the tested mechanisms will add additional burden
on the uploaders to collect consent (cf. Sec. 5.4). Given the amount of photo sharing, social media
users might never resort to obtaining explicit consent for every single photo. Many photos, due
to their sensitivity or who are on them, are rather unlikely to cause problems. Going forward, we
might combine these mechanisms with existing work on automated content analysis [102, 122]
and automated privacy risk detection [129, 156], which could be used to determine whether to
trigger privacy protection mechanisms similar to those tested in this research.
6.4.3 Censorship, Journalistic Work, and Freedom of Speech. Many respondents pointed out that
whatever the mechanism put in place to control MPCs, this should not limit journalistic work
or freedom of speech in general. Precautionary mechanisms, in particular, could be exploited by
public figures to control the publication of material by citizens and journalists that could be of
public interest. This discussion is similar to the debate around “the right to be forgotten” that was
raised a few years ago for search engines [126]. From an algorithmic point of view, it would be
extremely complicated to automatically allow or deny publication of content as the notion of public interest would need to be better specified. A likely simpler approach to the matter might be to
flag specific accounts as belonging to public figures and apply different policies to these. Alternatively, we could imagine crowdsourcing this effort, possibly concerning the point discussed above
19 As an extreme example of this principle, we refer the reader to the app Legal

Fling. See https://legalfling.io, last retrieved

March 2020.
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(cf. Sec. 6.4.2). Note also that social media platforms are nowadays called to exert more control
over what is published online (e.g., to reduce fake news, fight extremism). However, these platforms need to moderate without incurring into censorship [54]. In most cases these platforms use
algorithms to decide the appropriateness of content. These programs might often over trigger, thus
limiting the publication of legitimate uploads (see the example of Facebook blocking posts displaying art pieces because of nudity [40, 123]). We argue that ultimately decision-making algorithms
should take into account users’ opinions on the legitimacy and appropriateness of content.
7 LIMITATIONS, FUTURE WORK, AND CONCLUSIONS
Limitations. This study relies on self-reported rather than measured behaviors. It is conceivable that respondents may misreport their own preferences and behavior either to self-justify or
because of recall bias. This could also be due to the well-known privacy paradox [97] where respondents may behave differently from their attitudes. This is a limitation to any survey study
(especially in privacy research [3]) not specific to our study. We found negligible differences between the desirability ratings respondents provided as uploaders and as data-subjects. However,
this result might have been biased by the use of a single storyboard to represent both roles. Furthermore, testing multiple scenarios through a large-scale survey would have been complex. This
could have been useful to study whether preference towards mechanisms would change when the
same picture would have been taken in different contexts (e.g., party vs. work dinner). We recognize context is highly subjective and hard to render in a storyboard (not to mention to model
computationally). In the study, we use the presence of multiple faces as a trigger to flag media that
could potentially lead to privacy conflicts and then we let depicted people decide on whether there
is a privacy violation based on both the content and on the context.
Future Work. As a next step, we are planning to implement some of these mechanisms in an OSN
and to conduct a longitudinal AB test. This design will enable us to compare objective behavioral
data on the number of reported MPC incidents in a real-usage scenario. On the other hand, we
explored dissuasive mechanisms aiming to arouse three types of emotions including fear, shame,
and empathy. Moving forward, other types of emotions might be studied to fight MPCs. Furthermore, future studies involving objective data should study ways to counter habituation effects.
Finally, in the future it would be relevant to consider nudges in the context of MPCs (cf. Sec. 2.4
and Sec. 3.1.2).
Conclusions. The paper contributes to the research area of multiparty privacy by analyzing the
risks from MPCs, and by testing novel mechanisms and comparing them to existing ones to help
users manage MPCs. The large-scale survey revealed that a substantial portion of US adult Internet
users experience MPCs and that this leads to severe consequences (e.g., public shaming). Given the
lack of proper privacy-preserving tools in current OSNs, the compared mechanisms were highly
relevant and well received by the respondents of the survey. This study provides a user-centric
evaluation of the desirability of these methods and a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches. In general, respondents (including women and young adults)
preferred precautionary mechanisms, as they provide more control to the data subjects and allow
uploaders to reduce the uncertainty about what is appropriate for sharing. However, frequent sharers and older users seemed to favour dissuasive mechanisms, as they offered faster and simpler
interactions. The study revealed a number of limitations of the tested designs that will need to be
addressed in derivative design and follow-up research. To conclude, our study provides valuable
insights for privacy designers, social scientists, and policy makers, aiming at raising interest and
awareness in the community for MPCs. Given that these events might have serious consequences
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in the life of social media users, more research is needed to study how to best protect users from
privacy conflicts generated by sharing multimedia content online.
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